Preface Books on quantum mechanics can be grouped into two main categories: textbooks, where the focus is on the formalism, and purely problem-solving books, where the emphasis is on applications. While many ne textbooks on quantum mechanics exist, problem-solving books are far fewer. It is not my intention to merely add a text to either of these two lists. My intention is to combine the two formats into a single text which includes the ingredients of both a textbook and a problem-solving book. Books in this format are practically nonexistent. I have found this idea particularly useful, for it gives the student easy and quick access not only to the essential elements of the theory, but also to its practical aspects in a unied setting. During many years of teaching quantum mechanics, I have noticed that students generally nd it easier to learn its underlying ideas than to handle the practical aspects of the formalism. Not knowing how to calculate and extract numbers out of the formalism, one misses the full power and utility of the theory. Mastering the techniques of problem-solving is an essential part of learning physics. To address this issue, the problems solved in this text are designed to teach the student how to calculate. No real mastery of quantum mechanics can be achieved without learning how to derive and calculate quantities.
In this book I want to achieve a double aim: to give a self-contained, yet concise, presentation of most issues of nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, and to offer a rich collection of fully solved examples and problems. This unied format is not without cost. Size! Judicious care has been exercised to achieve conciseness without compromising coherence and completeness.
This book is an outgrowth of undergraduate and graduate lecture notes I have been supplying to my students for about one decade; the problems included have been culled from a large collection of homework and exam exercises I have been assigning to the students. It is intended for senior undergraduate and rst-year graduate students. The material in this book could be covered in three semesters: Chapters 1 to 5 (excluding Section 3.7) in a one-semester undergraduate course; Chapter 6, Section 7.3, Chapter 8, Section 9.2 (excluding ne structure and the anomalous Zeeman effect), and Sections 11.1 to 11.3 in the second semester; and the rest of the book in a one-semester graduate course.
The book begins with the experimental basis of quantum mechanics, where we look at those atomic and subatomic phenomena which conrm the failure of classical physics at the microscopic scale and establish the need for a new approach. Then come the mathematical tools of quantum mechanics such as linear spaces, operator algebra, matrix mechanics, and eigenvalue problems; all these are treated by means of Dirac's bra-ket notation. After that we discuss the formal foundations of quantum mechanics and then deal with the exact solutions of the Schrödinger equation when applied to one-dimensional and three-dimensional problems. We then look at the stationary and the time-dependent approximation methods and, nally, present the theory of scattering. 
Note to the student
No one expects to learn swimming without getting wet. Nor does anyone expect to learn it by merely reading books or by watching others swim. Swimming cannot be learned without practice. There is absolutely no substitute for throwing yourself into water and training for weeks, or even months, till the exercise becomes a smooth reex.
Similarly, physics cannot be learned passively. Without tackling various challenging problems, the student has no other way of testing the quality of his or her understanding of the subject. Here is where the student gains the sense of satisfaction and involvement produced by a genuine understanding of the underlying principles. The ability to solve problems is the best proof of mastering the subject. As in swimming, the more you solve problems, the more you sharpen and ne-tune your problem-solving skills.
To derive full benet from the examples and problems solved in the text, avoid consulting too early the solution. If you cannot solve the problem after your rst attempt, try again! If you look up the solution after several attempts, it will remain etched in your mind for a long time. But if you manage to solve the problem on your own, you should still compare your solution with the book's solution. You might nd a shorter or more elegant approach.
